ANNIE BULLOCK
ACTIVITY PACK

THE UNSUNG WAR HERO
One of the many unsung heroes of the First World War
who lived in Middlesbrough.
Let’s take a look at Annie’s story.
Middlesbrough in 1899 was a thriving, growing town when Annie
Bullock was born on Newport Road not far from the centre. Most of
the men in her street and the surrounding areas would have had jobs
in one of the local iron and steel foundries. Middlesbrough was after-all
the largest producer of iron and steel in the whole world.
Annie was a lucky young lady. Her local school was on the same street
she grew up on, so not too far to travel to and from. And just along the
way a bit, up the Linthorpe Road, the fabulous Dorman Museum had
just opened. Even better it was FREE to visit.
Good things were happening all around Annie and by the time she left
school she managed to get her first job in a local sweetshop. Now put
yours hands up if you think that’s a good place to work. In the early
1900’s there were few places that women were allowed to work and
lucky for Annie shops were one of them. Life was good. Annie enjoyed
living and working in the hustle and bustle of the thriving town, but
things were about to change.
Annie was just 15 years old when Britain declared War against
Germany, and lots of the young men she had grown up with rushed to
volunteer to fight. It would be over by Christmas they said. They didn’t
want to miss out. Christmas came and went but the fighting continued.

The British Army were in France and using lots and lots of ammunition
- bullets for the small guns and shells for the bigger ones. Supply’s
were getting low. The factories back home in England were finding it
hard to keep up with demand as many of the workmen had gone to be
soldiers. Something needed to be done and done quickly to help our
brave soldiers.
A call went out for women to work in the factories, whilst the men were
away. They needed to take over the jobs the men had done before and
make the much needed ammunition.
Annie was one of the 900,000 women who answered the call. When
she was 18 years old Annie gave up serving sweets and started
her new job filling shells at the Gjers Mills factory. It was hard and
dangerous work with very little protective clothing, but Annie was
proud to be helping.
The women like Annie working in ammunition factories were known as
munitionettes and together they made 80% of the weapons and shells
used by the British Army. Their contribution towards the war effort
played a big part in the outcome and the British army defeated the
Germans.
When the war was over the ladies who worked in the ammunition
factory celebrated, and John Gjers the owner of the factory held a huge
dance to acknowledge their hard work. Annie and each of the brave
ladies who volunteered to do this very dangerous job were given an
engraved shell case as a souvenir to say thank you for all their efforts.

ACTIVITY 1
Annie walked to school just up
the road from where she lived.

Who did you go with?

Can you remember the last time you
went to school and answer the following
questions.

How did you get to school?

What did you take with you?

Who did you bump into on the way?

How long did it take you?

What did you see on the way?

ACTIVITY 2
Can you finish each line in the poem.
Psst it rhymes...

I think I’ll give the
job a whirl,

I’m really keen to fill
up the shells,

As I fill my hands get black,

Volunteer to be a factory

But the stuff we use, it really

But could help the soldiers under

Lass

Darling Girl

Honks

Pongs

The job is hard, but I feel glad,
Because being at War is very
Horrible

Nasty

Sad

Smells

The sea

A blanket

So for now to work
I skip and hop,
Because with my help
the War might
Finish

End

Stop

Attack

ACTIVITY 3
Annie is an unsung hero, one of the many
people who helped to win the war.
Can you think of some words
to describe Annie.

ACTIVITY 4
All these words are from Annie’s story. Can you turn these words into nouns by adding -ness or by adding -er.
Psst... some letters might need changing to do this.

Fight

Becomes...

Thankful
Supply
Good

Becomes...

Becomes...

Becomes...

ACTIVITY 5
Annie worked in a sweetshop selling
sweets when she left school.

Can you share
the chocolate bar?
How many’s squares in 1/2 a bar of chocolate

How many squares in 1/4 of a bar of chocolate

How many squares in 1/3 of a bar of chocolate

How many squares in the whole bar of chocolate

If you had to
share the chocolate
with 6 people how many
squares would you
each have?

ACTIVITY 6
All of these objects are from Annie’s story, but what do they do?
Draw a line from the picture to what its job is.

I am a weapon

I protect

I help build

I taste good

I am a country

ACTIVITY 7

Can you also name the four seasons?

The young men who became soldiers were away from home,
sometimes for years. Can you copy the months of the year.

December
January
February
March
April
May

2 Say it...

June
July
August
September
October
November

1 Read it...

3 Now write it...

ACTIVITY 8
In the frame below can you draw a bunch of flowers to give to Annie for all her hard work.
Psst... She likes all the colours of the rainbow.

You can turn

the page on its

side if it helps.

ACTIVITY 9
Choose the right question to start the
sentences about Annie?

? When
? What
? Where
? How

--------------- was the name
of the town that Annie was born in?
--------------- did most of
the local young men work?
--------------- did Annie stop
working in the sweetshop?
--------------- did Annie do in the factory?
--------------- did the ladies in the
factory celebrate when the War was over?

ACTIVITY 10
Make a question about Annie starting with...

What

Where
How

Why
When

Munitions workers played a crucial role during the First World War,
supplying troops on the front line with much needed equipment. They
also freed up men from the work force to join the armed forces. To
improve production levels, a national appeal went out to women asking them to volunteer for service. By the end of the war over 900,000
women had become Munitionettes.
It was a dangerous job. The women were exposed to the hazardous
chemicals they were using to fill the shells, and threatened with factory explosions (73 people were killed and over 400 injured when a
London factory blew up.) The labour itself was backbreaking, lifting
heavy shells, operating large pieces of machinery and working long
hours, often without much of a break. There were no modern day
safety standards. Each and every one of the women who volunteered
risked their health and even their lives to carry out the job. On top
of this they often had to suffer hostility from male colleagues who
resented them wanting an equal wage. Taking all this in to consideration it’s interesting to note that 80% of weaponry and ammunition
throughout the war was made by women.

saying in July 1915, ‘Without women, victory will tarry’. By the
armistice in 1918, over 80,000 women had volunteered for war
service. More than 100,000 others had served as nurses, 113,000
worked on the land, 900,000 in munitions factories and 117,000 in
transport services.
In general, women did very well, by the middle of the war they were
already regarded as a force to be proud of, part of the glory of Britain.
The women employed in munitions factories, popularly known as munitionettes have became the most visible face of the woman worker
in WWI.
The public recognition and sympathy that the ‘canaries’ (thus nicknamed for the yellow tinge that skin exposed to sulphur acquired)
received could not make up for their work conditions. Leading
trade-unionists led an energetic campaign to demand they were paid
as much as the men employed in the same industry - the women only
got half the men’s wages - but by the end of the war the proportion
was roughly still the same.

When war first broke out in 1914 many jobs and professions were
closed to women, most women’s work tended to fall into traditional
female roles such as social work, nursing, teaching, dressmaking,
secretarial work and domestic service. It was deemed unacceptable
for married women to work at all!
The outbreak of war in 1914 saw a huge demand for production of
military materiel which grew each year. With so many men called to
the fighting fronts, women were recognised as a valuable resource to
maintain vital war industries, and they demanded to be allowed to
play their part. Soon women were employed in an array of different
jobs. Women’s vital contribution to the war effort was recognised
across society, with David Lloyd George, later the Prime Minister,
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